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Since being a child captain Mate was in touch with the sea, professionally trained rowing and sailing 
since he was ten years old. His hobby grew up into a job at the age of 18. Throughout education he 
got licences and certificates to handle boats so all his long term plans are related with yachts. Mate 
is very communicative and feels great around people. His organisation skills are on a high level. He 
consider himself as easy-going person, hard worker, perfectionist in the positive way. Beside the job, 
Mate enjoy singing in acappella band, riding bicycle and travelling.

Captain MATE BEDRICA Nationality Croatian

Igor is 36 year old enthusiast that lives in Sibenik. Igor graduated in 2004 in School of tourism and Hotels 
and has been always interested in tourism fields. Although he hasn't been a professional chef from early 
days, his love for cooking took him to culinary school at the age of 27. After a year in school, and gradua-
tion in 2013 at the Tourist - catering school, Igor started his career as a Chef. In past 9 years he has gained 
a lot of experience working in top restaurants in Šibenik and in Zagreb, where in addition to cooking he 
gained a lot of experience in the kitchen management. Prefers cooking with fresh seasonal ingredients, 
follows nurturing tradition, and his dishes are presented in a modern way. Languages: English.

Chef IGOR KARADOLE Nationality Croatian
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Anita is cheerful and positive. Simple and hardworking. Empathetic and skilled at relating to people 
and understanding their needs. Her greatest strength is the ability to solve problems quickly and 
efficiently. Anita likes to work both in team and on her own. By working in groups (especially on the 
boat), she realized that her collaborative nature is strong attribute. She is very creative when it comes 
to interior design. Anita loves constant learning, new challenges and dynamic life.

Chief Stewardess ANITA TABULA Nationality Croatian

Kristian was born in Sibenik; he is a vivacious professional deckhand and skipper, with 6 years expe-
rience in yachting. He started his yachting career as an deckhand on different sailing boats, then as 
assistant skipper and soon as independent skipper. Kristian is the “captain” of Dawo's tender and 
always happy to look after guests. He will do his best to do it successfully and with quality. His hobby 
is sailing (sails for fun and in regattas) and fishing; he is experienced angler in several fishing tech-
niques such as spinning, light trolling.

Deckhand KRISTIAN PLENCA Nationality Croatian


